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RWM VIRTUAL

With thousands of digital webinar series being
launched throughout 2020, we have taken our time in
building something a little different. 

RWM Virtual will be live across 3 days (23-25 February
2021), with each day being built specifically for a
particular part of the recycling, resource and waste
management audience. The first day will be dedicated
to Local Authorities, the second to Waste Management
Companies and the third designed for Waste
Producers.

Of course, there will be topics that may cross interests,
but your registration gives you access to everything
across the 3 days, both live and on-demand. 

RWMVIRTUAL.CO.UK
REGISTER FREE

A unique learning opportunity with our programme
of over 50 seminars that is comprised of high-
quality conference content.  DAYS

3

AN UNMISSABLE EVENT

A range of practical demonstrations allowing you
to see machinery and products in action as well
as ask questions of the experts.

The chance to meet and connect with exhibitors
and other visitors via a chat to discuss individual
requirements or set up a meeting.  OR ON-DEMAND

LIVE

Without the chance for the industry to come together in 2020, RWM Virtual has been created to provide an
environment where professionals can connect, learn and grow.

...we are confident that we can provide the programme

and networking opportunities to complement our physical

event, allowing us to offer real value for those involved.

Bradley Maule-ffinch
Group Managing Director, ROAR B2B

A flexible and accessible platform allowing you to
watch, learn and connect. 

WHAT CAN RWM VIRTUAL OFFER?

Over 50 exhibitors will be offering the latest
solutions needed to tackle effective recycling,
reprocessing and waste management.

Plus... our event is completely FREE to attend.

 SPEAKERS
50+

DEDICATED
THEATRES

6

EXHIBITORS

50+

https://hubs.la/H0GlHJG0


KEYNOTES

How our campaigns have 

managed to change 

behaviour in Bristol

GWEN FROST
 

Head of Innovation

 and Sustainability
 

Bristol Waste

Digital transformation and 

waste tracking in the 

waste and resources sector
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SIMONE APLIN

 

Technical Director
 

Anthesis

DAY 1 DAY 2

DAY 1 DAY 2

Making the Circular 

Economy in Wales a reality

Resource Management: 

Where will the sector 

be in 2030?

Formula 1’s race 

to net-zero carbon by 2030

DAVID WARREN
 

Head of Circular Economy 

Policy Development

 

Welsh Government

CHARLES MINORS
 

Head of Strategy and 

Business Development

 

Formula 1

EPR – things you wanted to 

know but were always

frightened to ask

KEVIN VYSE

 

Head of Technology
 

ProAmpac/RAP

DAY 3

DAY 3

DR.ADAM READ
 

External Affairs Director
 

 

 Suez Recycling & Recovery UK

(and SVP, CIWM)



EVENT HIGHLIGHTS
RWM attracts visitors from across the entire
recycling, waste management and circular
economy industries, including waste management,
waste producers and Local Authorities.

DAY ONE
                                                      - David Warren from the Welsh

Government speaking on making the Circular Economy in Wales a reality.

                                                                         - Xiaoyan (Amy) Ma and

Nathan Western from Danu Robotics discussing how small but powerful robots

can help us achieve circular economies worldwide.

                                                                                     - Peter Nilsson

from Smart Recycling speaking on the efficiency and competitiveness in

recycling fulfilling the potential of the circular economy.

                                                     - Gwen Frost from Bristol Waste

delivering a case study on how Bristol Waste has changed behaviour in Bristol.

DAY TWO
                                                      - Dr Adam Read from Suez speaking

on where the Waste & Resource Management sector will be in 2030.

                                                                           - Alessandro

Bertacchini from Turboden & Simon Webb from Tidy Planet shine a spotlight

on decentralised Waste-to-Energy.

                                                                           - speakers from

Fortum eNext discuss operation and maintenance mobilisation creating the

foundation for success.

DAY THREE
                                                      - Charles Minors of Formula 1

speaking on Formula 1's race to net-zero carbon by 2030.

                                                      - Kevin Vyse of ProAmpac & RAP

will share all the things you wanted to know about EPR but were too

frightened to ask.

-                                                         - Jon Brookes & Robbie

Staniforth of Ecosurety will discuss the possible impacts of EPR.
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Energy from Waste Theatre

11.10 - 11.40

Esben Mikkel Vestergaard, 
CF Nielsen 
The Future of Domestic Fuel - An

overview of the market possibilities for

Briquettes in Europe

Packaging Theatre 10.35 - 11.05

Lee Wearing, Valpak

What is the proposed UK Plastic Tax 

and how is it likely to affect your

business?

EfW Theatre 11.10 - 11.40

Ken Roberts, 
Gasmet Technologies UK
Waste Incineration BREF, Proving low &

stable, a Mercury CEMS data case study

 Collections & Transport 
Theatre 14.00 - 14.30
Ges Jones, 
Rugged Mobile Systems
How selecting the right Mobile Computing

Equipment can elevate your waste 

collection, street cleansing & winter gritting

Circular Economy Theatre

13.00 - 13.30

Cyndi Rhoades, Worn Again
Technologies
Regenerative recycling technology to

enable a circular future

Collections & Transport

Theatre 10.35 - 11.05

Cris Chapman, myenergi
How to accelerate decarbonisation

for local businesses by switching to

an electric fleet

KEYNOTE THEATRE 11.10 - 11.40 

CIRCULAR ECONOMY THEATRE 11.10 - 11.40

COLLECTIONS & TRANSPORT THEATRE 10.35 - 11.05

KEYNOTE THEATRE 14.35 - 15.05

KEYNOTE THEATRE 12.20 - 12.50

ENERGY FROM WASTE THEATRE 10.35 - 11.05

ENERGY FROM WASTE THEATRE 14.00 - 14.30

KEYNOTE THEATRE 11.10 - 11.40

KEYNOTE THEATRE 12.20 - 12.50

RWMVIRTUAL.CO.UK

VIEW THE LATEST PROGRAMME AT

PACKAGING THEATRE 13.00 - 13.30

NOTE: The timings stated in this preview are correct at the time of publishing. The most up-to-date agenda can be viewed at rwmvirtual.co.uk

https://hubs.la/H0GlHJG0


xxx
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The Circular Economy is gathering

momentum as organisations recognise 

the urgent need to close the loop on

our use of resources. The Circular 

Economy Theatre covers the

technologies, initiatives, processes

and legislation that are needed to

progress the journey to a circular 

economy.

 

The Packaging Theatre shifts the focus

to the beginning of a product's life

cycle. Visitors can learn about new

packaging techniques and materials,

plus how and where products fit into

the circular economy. Topics will

include, EPR, compliance, new

packaging materials and technologies,

and case studies on dealing with

different types of packaging.

THEATRES

KEYNOTE

The Keynote Theatre is where the

leading experts from the resource and

recycling sector will present. It will offer

visitors a chance to learn from industry

leaders, listen to practical case studies

from other industries and look ahead to

see what the future might hold.

 

COLLECTIONS
& TRANSPORT

The Collections and Transport Theatre

is where you can learn about the latest

collection vehicles, street sweepers

and other waste handling systems.

Topics will include reducing emissions,

electric vehicles, safety systems and

collection harmonisation.

 

CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

ENERGY FROM
WASTE

The Energy from Waste Theatre

explores the key strategies that 

organisations can adopt to generate

energy from waste cost-effectively. 

Topics include the future of advance

thermal treatment, the carbon 

intensity of future energy from waste

and residue management.

 

RECYCLERS &
REPROESSORS

The Recyclers and Reprocessors

Theatre is where visitors can hear from

experts on recycling plant and

equipment. Topics will include

innovations in recycling processes, 

the latest in sorting technology and

how to ensure businesses keep up

with regulations.

 

PACKAGING

Sponsored by

 

Sponsored by

Sponsored by

Sponsored by Sponsored by



IN GREAT COMPANY
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PARTNERS 

LEADING ORGANISATIONS ALREADY EXHIBITING

RWM Virtual welcomes exhibitors from a range of leading organisations, brands and specialists within the industry.

...I am really looking forward to talking at RWM Virtual about Wales' journey to a circular economy. It will be a great
digital platform for Local Authorities across the UK to connect and discuss future plans and what they can learn for
their own local authorities.
David Warren, Head of Circular Economy Policy Development, Welsh Government

 SPONSORS



NETWORKING
We know how important RWM is for facilitating business opportunities and our virtual event will be no different.
RWM Virtual offers a unique opportunity to create great lasting connections that can make a difference to your
organisation. Whether you are interacting through group conversations, one-to-one chats or via an exhibitor booth,
the platform will provide a variety of ways to extend your network and make valuable contacts.

HOW YOU CAN ENGAGE

Our platform has been developed to make sure one-to-
one and group conversations are both natural and
engaging, as well as being private and secure.      

To speak with an exhibitor of interest you can approach
their booth as you would at an in-person event and
engage in a conversation via the chat facility; requesting
more info or to join them live.

In the lobby there is a public chat area where you will be
able to speak with other visitors. If there is a conversation
that you want to have on a more personal basis then you
can arrange that between you.

The Networking Area also allows you to make contact
with other attendees.

Following a seminar session you will be able to ask
speakers questions through the chat function. Some
speakers will also be available  at their booth if they are
from an exhibiting company.
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Exhibitors

Visitors

Speakers

 
80%

 
20%

 
60%

 
40%

 
80%

 
20%

84% of people prefer

remote meetings over

in-person meetings.
(Source: hubspot)

 
84%

 
16%

80% of professionals believe

that career success can be

elevated through networking. 
(Source: LinkedIn Newsroom)

40% of people say they

network more online

than in person.
(Source: Forbes)

80% of people join virtual events

for educational purposes.The

next biggest reason is

networking. 
(Source: Markletic)

In a survey of 12,000+ business people,

professionals who spent 6.3 hours a week

networking agree that it played a crucial role

in their success. 
(Source: Marketing Expertus)

WHAT RWM VIRTUAL CAN DO FOR YOU?

Give you access to
information on the latest

topics, trends and
solutions in the industry

Provide the opportunity
to learn through our

conference level
seminar programme

Enable you to make
new connections and

build your network

Support you to gain
valuable CPD points

Help you get practical
advice from experts

Provide access to the
content anytime,

anywhere



CONTACT US
If you would like further details on visiting the event or if you would like to discuss exhibiting or sponsorship
opportunities, please contact our team on the following details or find out more on our website.
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To keep informed of updates for RWM Virtual

or any of our other RWM events, why not sign

up to our e-newsletter or join our social

network.

+44 (0)20 8126 4523
marketing@rwmexhibition.com
www.rwmvirtual.co.uk

MARKETING

RWMVIRTUAL.CO.UK
REGISTER FREE NOW

SALES

+44 (0)203 3433 7538
sales@rwmexhibition.com
www.rwmvirtual.co.uk

RWM, part of the ROAR B2B Group

https://twitter.com/RWM_Exhibition
https://www.facebook.com/RWMexhibition/
https://twitter.com/RWM_Exhibition
https://www.rwmexhibition.com/rwm-insights
https://hubs.la/H0GlHJG0
https://hubs.la/H0GlHJG0
https://hubs.la/H0GlHJG0

